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In the last decades, synthesis and design of low molecular weight organogelators has gained increasing attention
due to their versatile use in, for example, cosmetics, biomedicine and oil spill remediation. In this work, three
potential gelators have been prepared from allylated D-mannose. Both the gelators and the corresponding gels
formed were thoroughly characterized by crystallography, FTIR spectroscopy, SEM, rheometry and NMR spec
troscopy, in solution and in solid state. The results showed that two of the compounds phase-selectively form gels
with hydrocarbon solvents. The most promising gelator compound is alkene terminated, with the unsaturated
end functionality not critical for gel formation, tentatively providing the possibility for customizing the gelation
properties by further chemical modification. Alternatively, the alkene group could possibly be utilized as a linker
for future coupling to carrier materials or surfaces to further increase the mechanical strength of the gel.

1. Introduction
Recent decades have witnessed a steadily increasing interest in the
design and preparation of low-molecular weight organogelators
(LMWOGs), in particular based on carbohydrates [1]. The attention to
these compounds originates from their many potential applications in,
for example, cosmetics [2,3], biomedicine, including tissue engineering
[4,5], and drug delivery materials [6], soft optical devices [7–10] and
supramolecular electronic devices [11], as well as water purification
applications [12–15]. LMWOGs are generally defined as organic com
pounds with molecular weights <1000 g/mol, able to immobilize
different solvents by self-assembling into 3D networks of higher-ordered
structures, such as fibrous, tubular or helical aggregates [16,17]. The
self-assembly is mediated by non-covalent intermolecular interactions,
including hydrogen-bonding, dipole-dipole interactions, π-π-stacking,
electrostatic effects, van der Waals forces or solvophobic effects [18,19].
Organic molecules able to selectively gelate the organic phase of a
binary solvent mixture are denoted phase selective gelators (PSGs). Such
compounds have gained much attention as a potential remedy for oil
spill recovery and water purification, with water pollution constituting a
severe risk for the environment, in particular marine ecosystems. In
earlier work, Bhattacharya and Krishnan-Ghosh have described a phase

selective LMWOG derived from an alanine-based amphiphile, able to
selectively solidify oil from an oil-water mixture [12]. Later, a range of
molecular building blocks have been used for designing new phase se
lective organogelators. Due to their structural diversity, high abun
dance, low toxicity, biocompatibility and degradability, particularly
carbohydrates have received substantial interest in the LMWOG field
[20–22], with several phase selective carbohydrate-derived gelators
having been reported in the literature [1,19–37]. Most of these, how
ever, lack additional functional groups which do not participate in the
gelation process. Such functionalities could, in principle, be used for
covalent or non-covalent binding of the gelators to other materials, for
example nanoparticles or surfaces, in order to improve their mechanical
strength, stability and applicability of the resulting gels.
Inspired by the previously published mannitol-based LMWOG 1
[37], we have here investigated the gelation properties of structurally
similar compounds 2–4 derived from allylated D-mannose (Fig. 1). In
previous work, we have shown that such allylated mannose-derivatives
form strong intermolecular hydrogen bond networks [38,39]. Earlier, in
some studies, mannitol-derived gelator compounds have been shown to
possess superior gelating properties in comparison to other sugar alco
hols, such as sorbitol and xylitol [32].
For investigating the hydrophilic/hydrophobic ratio required for gel
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isolated in only poor to fair yields. The primary aim of the present work
was mainly to elucidate the gelation properties of these compounds.
However, for larger scale applications further optimization of the syn
thetic route is still needed.
2.2. Gelation studies
Gel formation studies showed that compounds 3 and 4 form gels with
hydrocarbons and oils (Table 1). Compound 2 did not show gelation in
any of the solvents tested and, consequently, was excluded from any
further investigations in this work. The solubility of compound 2 in the
hydrophobic solvents, gelated by compounds 3 and 4, was low even at
elevated temperatures. It appears that compound 2 is too polar, and the
solvophobic effects become too pronounced for gelation to occur.
Evidently, two cyclic ketals are required in these structures for gelation
to take place. Results from the gelation studies with compounds 3 and 4
are summarized in Table 1. In the solvents where the gelator compounds
3 and 4 formed a gel, opaque gels were received upon cooling.

Fig. 1. Structures of the mannitol model compound 1 [37] and the organo
gelators 2–4 investigated in this work.

Table 1
Minimum gelation concentrations and Tgel of compounds 3 and 4 in various
solvents.

formation, alkene-terminated compounds 2 and 3, bearing four and two
free hydroxyl groups, respectively, were prepared (Fig. 1). Furthermore,
for verifying that the alkene moiety is not critical for gel formation, thus
being available for further chemical modification, also a saturated
analogue of compound 3 (compound 4, Fig. 1) was prepared. Here, we
describe the synthesis and gelation testing of these potential LMWOGs
derived from allylated D-mannose. The new compounds prepared and
their corresponding gels were thoroughly characterized by NMR spec
troscopy, in both solution and solid state, FTIR spectroscopy, single
crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD), powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD),
optical microscopy and SEM.

Solvent
Pentane
Hexane
Heptane
Decane
Tetradecane
Cyclohexane
Sunflower seed oil
Mineral oil
Diesel
Gasoline (95E10)
Dichloro-methane
Chloroform
Methanol
Ethanol
Ethyl acetate
Toluene

2. Results and discussion
2.1. Synthesis of gelator compounds
Allylated D-mannose and its hydrogenated congener were synthe
sized following previously published protocols [38,39]. The polyols
were subsequently transformed to the gelator compounds 2, 3 and 4
through acid catalyzed ketal formation in dry DMF under reduced
pressure (Scheme 1). The reaction products, obtained as white powders,
were purified by flash chromatography (for details, see ESI), albeit

a
b
c
d
e

Compound 3

Compound 4

MGCa

Tgelb

MGCa

Tgelb

Insol.c
1.37
1.33
1.25
1.17
2
2
1.33
Cryst.d
Sol.e
Sol.e
Sol.e
Sol.e
Sol.e
Sol.e
Sol.e

–
34
38
47
48
36
41
44
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Insol.c
1.62
1.53
1.30
1.27
Sol.
Sol.
1.67
Cryst.d
Sol.e
Sol.e
Sol.e
Sol.e
Sol.e
Sol.e
Sol.e

–
29
32
38
39
–
–
43
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Minimum gelation concentration (% w/v, mg/ml).
Gelation temperature (◦ C) obtained at 2% w/v.
Insoluble even at solvent boiling point.
Crystallizes instead of gel formation.
Soluble even at 10% w/v.

Scheme 1. Synthesis of the gelator compounds 2–4. a) D-Mannose (1 eq.), tin powder (2 eq.), allyl bromide (3 eq.), EtOH:H2O 10:1, 60 ◦ C, overnight, 53% yield. b)
Cyclohexanone dimethyl ketal (1.1 eq.), p-TSOH (0.1 eq), dry DMF, 200 mbar, 60 ◦ C, 2 h, 48% yield. c) Cyclohexanone dimethyl ketal (2.1 eq.), p-TSOH (0.1 eq), dry
DMF, 200 mbar, 60 ◦ C, 2 h, 43–46% yield. d) H2, 3 atm, 10% Pd/C, overnight, quant. yield.
2
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Solubilities of 3 and 4 are poor in most hydrocarbon solvents at room
temperature and, since dissolution of the compound is critical for gel
formation, heating is typically required. All gels formed were stable to
inversion at 2% w/v (Fig. 2). In all cases, the gelation process was
thermoreversible, with the gels formed tolerating at least three heatinggelation cycles. Furthermore, the gels are stable at room temperature for
at least three weeks. The organic phase can easily be recovered from the
gelator by distillation and the gelators can subsequently be reused.
Neither one of the gelator compounds 3 and 4 formed gels in
dichloromethane, chloroform, methanol, ethanol, ethyl acetate or
toluene, and the gelators were fully soluble in these solvents even at 10%
w/v. Surprisingly, neither one of the compounds was able to gelate
diesel or gasoline. In diesel, for reasons unknown, compounds 3 and 4
formed needle-like crystals instead, while both were fully soluble in
gasoline. The inability to form gels in gasoline could possibly be
explained by the standard grades of gasoline containing up to 10% v/v
ethanol. The ethanol molecules may compete for hydrogen bonding and
prevent the gelator molecules from forming the intermolecular
hydrogen bond networks required for gel formation [37]. Adding small
amounts of ethanol or methanol to solvents where the gelators otherwise
form gels supports this theory, with the addition of alcohol disrupting
the hydrogen bond network, subsequently also dissolving the gelator
compound in the solvent mixture.
Some gelation experiments were also conducted in binary solvent
mixtures. Both compounds 3 and 4 can selectively gelate the organic
phase in water/hexane and water/decane mixtures. The 2% w/v gels of
compound 3 in both hexane and decane are stable to inversion (Fig. 3),
whereas only the decane gel of compound 4 was able to hold the weight
of the water upon inversion, indicating that gelator 3 forms a mechan
ically stronger gel than compound 4.

Fig. 3. Phase selective gelation of: a) compound 3 in water/hexane; b) com
pound 3 in water/decane mixture; and, c) compound 4 in water/decane
mixture. Copper sulfate was added to the aqueous phase for improved visibility.

showed that the properties shift from gel-like to solution-like at similar
strain, 3.403% for gelator 3 and 3.239% for gelator 4, respectively. The
G′ value of the linear region is, however, significantly higher for the gel
composed of gelator 3 compared to gelator 4 (approx. 0.07 MPa vs. 0.02
MPa, respectively). Values for tan(δ), i.e., the ratio of G′′ to G′ , were
obtained from the viscoelastic region of the frequency sweep experi
ments (Fig. 5). The values of tan(δ) are similar for the two gels, being
0.73 for gelator 3 and 0.74 for gelator 4, respectively. The relatively
high tan(δ) of the gels indicate that they are weak gels [42], but as they
tolerate scooping and inversion, they could be practically useful for
applications requiring only mild handling.

2.3. Rheological studies
Rheological analyses were conducted in order to compare the me
chanical strength of the gels formed by compounds 3 and 4, each 5% w/
v in decane. From a rheological perspective, gels can be defined as twocomponent systems where the storage modulus (G′ ) is larger than the
loss modulus (G′′ ) with little to none frequency dependency of the
moduli [30,40,41]. Amplitude sweep experiments showed that both gels
exhibit typical gel behavior with G’>G′′ at lower strains, but at higher
strain the moduli cross and the behavior become more liquid or
solution-like (Fig. 4). The intersection point of the two moduli, γ,

2.4. FTIR spectroscopic analysis
FTIR-ATR spectroscopic analyses were conducted on gelator com
pounds 3 and 4, both on the bulk powders and 5% w/v gels in decane
(Fig. 6). The FTIR spectra did not show any sharp signals at around 3600
cm-1, indicating that free hydroxyl groups exist neither in the bulk state
nor in the gel. Instead, the broad signals at 3200 cm-1 to 3500 cm-1
suggest that all hydroxyl groups are involved in hydrogen bonding
[43]. Consequently, it can be concluded that hydrogen bonding is the
major force behind the self-assembly both in the gel form and the solid
state of these compounds.
2.5. Crystallographic analysis
Single crystals of gelators 3 and 4 were obtained by recrystallization
from hexane/ethyl acetate. Compound 3 crystallizes as colorless, long
needles in a monoclinic crystal system and polar space group P21 with
two molecules in the asymmetric unit (Fig. 7). The carbohydrate back
bone adopts an L-shape with the allyl group at one end of the backbone.
The intermolecular packing of the molecules in the crystal lattice are set
by mutual O–H⋯O, hydrogen bonding (Table ESI1) between the OH
groups (O41–H⋯O15, O17–H⋯O43, O15–H⋯O17 and O41–H⋯O43)
of four adjacent molecules, forming a square-planar hydrogen bond
network that arranges the molecules in paired rows extending along the
b-axis in a parallel fashion (Fig. 7). In the structure, also slight disorder is
observed on one of the cyclohexanone ketal groups per molecule in an
asymmetric unit.
Compound 4, likewise, crystallizes as long needles in a monoclinic
crystal system but in space group C2 instead of P21. The asymmetric unit
contains three separate molecules of which one shows disorder similar
to compound 3 (Fig. 8). The molecular packing resembles compound 3,

Fig. 2. Gels formed with compound 3 in: a) hexane; b) heptane; c) decane; d)
tetradecane; e) cyclohexane; f) sunflower seed oil; and g) mineral oil (top). Gels
formed with compound 4 in: h) hexane; i) heptane; j) decane; k) tetradecane;
and l) mineral oil (bottom).
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Fig. 4. Amplitude sweep for 5% w/v gels formed with compounds 3 and 4 in decane.

Fig. 5. Frequency sweep for 5% w/v gels formed with compounds 3 and 4 in decane.

having a similar packing scheme and hydrogen bonding network
wherein the hydroxyl groups of adjacent and confronted molecules are
bonded through hydroxyl groups (O15, O17, O42, O44, O69 and O71,
see Table ESI2).
Next, powder diffraction analyses were performed to confirm the
structural equivalence between the determined single crystal structures
and the corresponding bulk powders, xerogels and native gels. As shown
in Figure ESI1 and Figure ESI2, Pawley fits with the single crystal unit
cells of 3 and 4 showed a good match between the experimental and
calculated peak profiles, resulting in good line profile fitting factors (Rp
and Rwp), as summarized in Table 2 (for full crystal data and refinement
parameters, see Table ESI3). While the obtained single crystal data of
compound 4 is of poor quality, the good Pawley fit together with the
structural similarity to compound 3 supports the conclusions.
As shown by the thermo-microscope images displayed in Fig. 9, both
gels 3 and 4 contain a large number of cross-grown long crystalline fi
bers along with a nearly opaque gel mass. The crystallinity of the fibers
is evidenced by the images with the cross-polarized light, as well as by
the fact that the measured PXRD patterns clearly showed characteristic
diffraction peaks originating from the structural modification deter
mined by the single-crystal X-ray diffraction in both cases. The pattern of

Fig. 6. FTIR-ATR spectra of compounds 3 and 4 in the bulk and gel forms.
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Fig. 8. a) Illustration of an asymmetric unit of the crystal structure of 4.
Disordered group is highlighted in orange color. b) Partial view of squareplanar hydrogen bonding network between the adjacent molecules (hydrogen
bonds shown in dashed blue lines). c) Molecular packing along the b-axis.
Thermal displacement ellipsoids are shown at the 50% probability level, and
the hydrogen atoms have been removed from the packing images for the sake of
the clarity.

Fig. 7. a) Illustration of an asymmetric unit of the crystal structure of 3 with
disordering of cyclohexanone ketal groups highlighted in orange color. b)
Partial view of the square-planar hydrogen bonding network between the
adjacent molecules (hydrogen bonds showed in dashed blue lines). c) Molecular
packing along the b-axis. Thermal displacement ellipsoids are shown at the 50%
probability level, and the hydrogen atoms have been removed from the packing
images for the sake of the clarity.

of compound 3 obtained from hexane and cyclohexane, and compound 4
in hexane demonstrate that the gels consist of entangled networks of
straw-like fibrillar structures (Fig. 12). The fibril-forming behavior is
expected from carbohydrate-derived organogelators [44]. The ther
moreversible self-assembly generates fibers which prevent the flow by
immobilizing the solvent within the three-dimensional network. Com
pound 3 displays fibrillar structures of 0.3–0.9 μm in diameter and
>100 μm in length in hexane. The corresponding gel in cyclohexane
consists of slightly larger fibers (Ø 0.3–1.3 μm, length >100 μm). These
fibers appear more prone to forming bundles than the analogous gel
from hexane, with the SEM images also showing the occurrence of short
(3–5 μm) fibrillary fragments. The formation of bundles and short
fragments of fibers might explain why gelator 3 has higher MGC in
cyclohexane than in hexane, as the immobilization of the solvent may be
less efficient by bundles than by more well separated fibers. Diameters of
the fibers formed in hexane by gelator 4 range from 0.3 to 1.3 μm. The
length of the fibers is also in this case generally >100 μm. It should again

the native gels also show an extremely broad diffraction hump in the 2θ
range of 12–26◦ , which originates from the nearly amorphous gel mass.
The PXRD patterns of the air dried xerogels show that the amorphous
content is lost, and has clearly crystallized back to the original structure
matching with the pristine bulk powder, as well as the crystalline fibers
already present in the native gels. The PXRD patterns of bulk powders,
xerogels, and native gels (5% w/v in n-decane) of compounds 3 and 4
are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively.
2.6. SEM analysis
In order to further visually examine the aggregation mode, a selec
tion of the gels were subjected to SEM analysis. SEM images of xerogels
5
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Table 2
Crystal data and for compounds 3 and 4 (full listing in Table ESI1).
Compound

3

Method
Empirical
formula
Formula weight
Temperature (K)
Crystal system
Space group
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (◦ )
β (◦ )
γ (◦ )
Volume (Å3)
Final R indexes
[I ≥ 2σ (l)]

SCXRD
C21H34O6

PXRD
C21H34O6

SCXRD
C21H36O6

PXRD
C21H36O6

382.48
120.01 (10)
monoclinic
P21
19.1173 (6)
5.45290 (10)
20.3454 (7)
90
101.453 (3)
90
2078.67 (11)
R1 = 0.0459,
wR2 = 0.0954

384.50
120.01 (10)
monoclinic
C2
31.173 (3)
5.3975 (4)
41.089 (3)
90
111.426 (10)
90
6435.6 (10)
R1 = 0.1524,
wR2 = 0.3377

Final R indexes
(all data)
Largest diff.
Peak/hole/e
(Å− 3)
Flack parameter

R1 = 0.0691,
wR2 = 0.1041
0.24/-0.17

382.48
295 (1)
monoclinic
P21
19.407 (3)
5.501 (1)
20.659 (3)
90
102.570 (1)
90
2152.64
Rp =
0.0453a
Rwp =
0.0565a

384.50
295 (1)
monoclinic
C2
31.25 (2)
5.320 (6)
41.10 (2)
90
111.453 (5)
90
6359.56
Rp =
0.0741a
Rwp =
0.0941a

a

0.08 (13)

4

R1 = 0.3616,
wR2 = 0.5084
0.47/-0.34

Fig. 10. PXRD patterns of the bulk powder, xerogel and native gel (5% w/v in
decane) of compound 3.

0.1 (6)

Rp and Rwp = R-factors for profile and weighted profile, respectively.

Fig. 11. PXRD patterns of the bulk powder, xerogel and native gel (5% w/v in
decane) of compound 4.

be noted, however, that the morphological structure of the xerogel may
not be fully representative of the structure of the native gel.
2.7. NMR spectroscopic analysis
In addition to FTIR and crystallographic methods, NMR spectroscopy
is a valuable tool for providing further insight on the intermolecular
forces involved in the self-assembly taking place during gel-formation.
In fact, solution state NMR experiments have been extensively used
for both understanding the interactions involved in the self-assembly
processes associated with gelation, as well as for gaining information
about the self-assembling structures under various stages of gelation
[45–50]. According to some reports, it is believed that the gels exist in
equilibrium between the aggregated and non-aggregated forms of the
gelator molecules [50]. The appearance of additional, separate signals in
the gel form, compared to the solution form of the gelator molecules,
would then indicate that the chemical exchange between the
self-assembled and non-self-assembled species is slow on the NMR
timescale. Fast chemical exchange would, on the contrary, not give rise
to new signals in the gel form [44,51]. Thus, the well-resolved signals
observed in the 1H NMR spectra of the gels would originate from the
non-associated gelator molecules, whereas the aggregated structures

Fig. 9. Thermo-microscope images of 5% w/v gels of a) compound 3 in decane,
and b) compound 4 in decane. Images were obtained at 25 ◦ C with 50X
magnification.
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Fig. 12. SEM images of the xerogels of a) Compound 3 in hexane; b) Compound 3 in cyclohexane; c) Compound 4 in hexane. Magnification X2.5k.

would instead be NMR silent [45,48]. Other reports, however, speculate
that the well resolved signals instead would originate from the mobile
parts of the gel fibers [49].
1
H NMR experiments were conducted in order to additionally
confirm that the driving forces behind the gel formation involve
hydrogen bonding. Variable concentration (VC) 1H NMR experiments
were first conducted by changing the concentration of the gelator from
0.2 to 2% w/v in decane-d22. More gelator was gradually added to in
crease the concentration. After every addition, the sample was heated in
order for the gelator compound to dissolve. The spectra were recorded
immediately when the sample temperature had reached 25 ◦ C. Upon
increasing the concentration of both gelators 3 and 4, the signals from
the hydroxyl groups gradually shifted downfield, which generally is
indicative of the formation of strong intermolecular hydrogen bonds
(Figs. 13 and 14) [43].
In the case of gelator 3, some signals in the carbohydrate region
slightly shift downfield (Figure ESI3). The allyl protons, however,
remained at the same chemical shift throughout the series of concen
tration increase, suggesting that the allylic protons do not participate in
the intermolecular interactions involved in promoting the gel formation.
The 1H NMR spectrum of gelator 4 at 2% w/v shows some splitting of the
OH signals, consistent with the occurrence of more than one NMR visible
species (Fig. 14, for zoomed in image, see Figure ESI4).
Variable temperature (VT) 1H NMR experiments were also

conducted by recording the spectra of 2% w/v gel in decane-d22 which
had been allowed to set overnight. The variable temperature experi
ments were recorded from 25 to 65 ◦ C and back from 65 to 25 ◦ C, in
10 ◦ C intervals. The temperature was allowed to stabilize for 20 min
before recording the spectrum. It became evident immediately that the
spectra recorded at 2% w/v concentration in the VC NMR spectroscopic
experiments looked very different from the spectra recorded at the same
concentration where the sample had been allowed to set overnight. In
the spectra of gelator 3, several new broad and poorly resolved signals
appear (Fig. 15, for the full spectra, see Figure ESI5). The appearance of
the new signals indicates that at least a fraction of the self-assembled
species is not NMR silent and that both associated and non-associated
species can be observed by 1H NMR spectroscopy.
Upon heating of the gelator 3 sample, the spectra became better
resolved and the OH signals shifted upfield, as expected when the
intermolecular hydrogen bonds become weaker (Fig. 15). At 65 ◦ C, the
spectrum of compound 3 resembles the data recorded at sub-gelation
concentrations, i.e., solution spectra (see ESI). Upon cooling, the OH
signals again migrate downfield when the intermolecular hydrogen
bond network re-forms. 1H NMR spectra recorded at the same temper
ature upon heating and cooling appear similar, indicating that 20 min is
sufficient for the system to equilibrate or stabilize at a certain temper
ature (Fig. 15).
In the 1H NMR spectrum of gelator 4 no new signals appeared when

Fig. 13. Variable concentration 1H NMR spectra of compound 3 in decane-d22. The signals originating from the hydroxyl groups are denoted by *.
7
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Fig. 14. Variable concentration 1H NMR spectra of compound 4 in decane-d22. The signals originating from the hydroxyl groups are denoted by *.

Fig. 15. Variable temperature 1H NMR spectra (selected region for clarity) of compound 3 in decane-d22.

the 2% w/v gel in decande-d22 was allowed to set overnight, indicating
that the associated species might be NMR silent. The OH signals had,
however, shifted upfield compared to the spectrum of the same con
centration recorded immediately after the heated solution had reached
25 ◦ C (Fig. 16, for full spectra, see Figure ESI6).
The upfield shift of the OH signals cannot be fully explained, but
tentatively the observed signals could originate from non-associated
molecules while the self-assembled species are NMR silent. Upon heat
ing the sample of gelator 4, the OH signals observed at 35 and 45 ◦ C
unexpectedly shift downfield. At 55 ◦ C, the OH signals split and shift

upfield, and at 65 ◦ C the OH signals obtain their lowest ppm values in
the series. The OH signals move downfield upon cooling, which is the
expected behavior when the OH groups start to form hydrogen bonds.
Consequently, in the VT NMR experiments of gelator 4, the spectra
obtained at the same temperature look very different upon heating and
cooling. It appears that 20 min for temperature stabilization is insuffi
cient for the self-assembly system of gelator 4 to fully equilibrate. Gel
formation and stabilization or equilibration in compound 4 thus appear
slower than for compound 3, although the underlying reason remains
unclear at present. Despite the two gelator compounds being structurally
8
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Fig. 16. Variable temperature 1H NMR spectra (selected region for clarity) of compound 4 in decane-d22.

very similar, the propyl end group of gelator 4 is more flexible than the
allyl end group of gelator 3, possibly causing a slower or more complex
gel formation.
Solid state NMR spectroscopy is a complementary tool to X-ray
crystallography for obtaining further structural information on crystal
line solids, semisolids such as gels, and liquid crystals [52,53]. Cross
polarization magic angle spinning (CP MAS) NMR experiments enable
the study of gelator compounds in different forms, i.e., solid, xerogel,
and even the native gel form [50]. Solid state NMR spectroscopy is an

especially powerful tool for analyzing both xerogels and native gels.
Similarities or deviations between the CP MAS NMR spectra of xerogels
and native gels are sensitive to the morphological changes of the
self-assembled network upon sample preparation (i.e., evaporation/
drying of the native gel). Previous studies have shown that the
morphology of the native gel vs the xerogel may differ significantly [52].
In the present study, the 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of the bulk powders,
xerogels, and native gels derived from gelators 3 and 4 were compared.
The solution state 13C and 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of the bulk form,

Fig. 17. 13C NMR spectra of compound 3: a) Solution state 13C NMR spectrum in DMSO‑d6; b) 13C CPMAS NMR spectrum of the bulk powder; c) 13C CPMAS NMR
spectrum of the xerogel; d) 13C CPMAS NMR spectrum of the native gel in decane-d22.
9
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xerogel and the native gel of gelator 3 are shown in Fig. 17.
By comparing the solution state 13C NMR spectrum with the solid
state spectrum of the bulk powder obtained from the non-gelating sol
vent ethyl acetate, it becomes evident that splitting of the signals in the
carbohydrate region (60–80 ppm) occurs in the solid state spectrum of
compound 3, indicating the presence of more than one molecule in the
asymmetric unit [54], which was additionally confirmed by single
crystal X-ray and powder X-ray diffraction. The molecules in the
asymmetric unit are non-equivalent in the magnetic environment and
thus give rise to multiple sets of signals. Moreover, the solid state 13C
NMR spectral patterns of the bulk powder, xerogel and the native gel of
compound 3 are identical, suggesting that the molecular packing in all
three cases are similar, which was also confirmed by PXRD. The in
tensities of the allyl signals in the 13C NMR spectrum obtained for the
native gel are weaker, and the allyl signals are also slightly broader than
in the bulk powder and xerogel spectral patterns. However, the broad
ening and low intensity might be a consequence of the unoptimized
contact time of the pulse. The solid state NMR data for compound 4
shows similar trends, with splitting of the signals in the carbohydrate
region, indicating more than one molecule in the asymmetric unit, and
identical solid state spectra for the bulk powder, xerogel and native gel
(Fig. 18).

moiety is not critical for gel formation. Thus, the alkene end-group re
mains available for further modifications, such as covalent or noncovalent binding to carrier materials or surfaces. This was further veri
fied by preparation and analysis of a fully saturated analogue, which
likewise phase-selectively formed gels with hydrocarbons. The gels
formed by the saturated analogue showed similar properties as the gels
derived from the allylated compound, but with slightly inferior me
chanical strength. The gelators investigated require, however, heating in
order to form gels, being currently impractical for large-scale applica
tions, such as oil spill remediation. The solvent can, nevertheless, be
easily recovered from the resulting gels and the gelator can be reused in
multiple cycles. The gels formed are relatively weak, but future
adsorption or covalent attachment to a carrier material could tentatively
increase their mechanical strengths enabling applications where a
tougher gel is required. In future work, hydrosilylation to silica gels or
thiol-ene click reactions to thiol-functionalized surfaces, such as nano
particles or cellulose, could potentially increase the mechanical strength
and durability of the gels, increasing the number of potential applica
tions. Further modifications and applications of the gelator compounds
presented in this work remain to be investigated.

3. Conclusion

4.1. General considerations and gelator synthesis

In this work, potential low molecular weight organogelators derived
from allylated D-mannose were prepared and analyzed. First, an alkeneterminated polyol compound bearing one cyclic ketal group and four
free hydroxyls was tested. In this case, however, the hydrophilic/hy
drophobic ratio proved too large and the compound did not gelate any of
the tested solvents. Adding an additional ketal to the polyol backbone
then resulted in phase-selective gelation of several different hydrocar
bons and oils. The gels were thoroughly characterized by both solution
state and solid state NMR spectroscopy, crystallographic methods, FTIR
spectroscopy, rheometry, thermal microscopy and SEM. It could be
concluded from FTIR spectroscopy, NMR analysis and X-ray crystal
lography that hydrogen bonding is the main driving force for selfassembly and gel formation, further demonstrating that the alkene

All reagents and solvents were purchased from commercial vendors
and were used without further purification. Allylated mannose and its
hydrogenated congener were synthesized according to previously pub
lished protocols.39 Compound 2 was prepared by dissolving allylated
mannose (1 eq.) with p-TSOH (0.1 eq.) in dry DMF. Cyclohexanone
dimethyl ketal (1.1 eq.) was added and the reaction was stirred at 60 ◦ C
at 200 mbar for 2 h. The reaction was quenched with triethylamine and
the DMF was evaporated under reduced pressure. The formed mixture
was purified by acetylation-chromatography-deacetylation cycle and
the product was obtained as a white powder in 48% yield. Compounds 3
and 4 were synthesized by dissolving allylated mannose or the hydro
genated analogue (1 eq.) with p-TSOH (0.1 eq.) in dry DMF. Cyclohex
anone dimethyl ketal (2.1 eq.) was added and the reaction was stirred at

4. Experimental section

Fig. 18. 13C NMR spectra of compound 4: a) Solution state 13C NMR spectrum in DMSO‑d6; b)
spectrum of the xerogel. d) 13C CPMAS NMR spectrum of the native gel in decane-d22.
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60 ◦ C at 200 mbar for 2 h. The reaction was quenched with triethyl
amine and the DMF was evaporated under reduced pressure. The formed
mixture was purified by column chromatography and the products were
obtained as white powders in 43–46% yield. Further details and char
acterizations are found in ESI.

hydrogens were calculated into their ideal positions using isotropic
displacement parameters 1.2 times of the host atom. All hydroxyl group
and allyl group hydrogens were located on a difference Fourier map in
case of compound 3 and were refined without constraints. Despite of
several structure determination attempts, only extremely poor data was
acquired for compound 4 and, due to the low data quality, all hydrogen
atoms of the structure were calculated to their ideal positions with
proper riding model using isotropic displacement factors. The lack of
heavier scatterers and data quality prevented the assignment of absolute
configuration. Therefore, the handedness of the structures were set
based on the synthesis reference of the starting molecule (D-mannose).
Atom site occupancies on disorder model of the cyclohexanone ketal
groups were first refined but as those settled close to 0.50, all disorder
occupancies were fixed to 0.50 in the final refinement.

4.2. NMR spectroscopy
Solution state NMR spectra were recorded at 298 K on a Bruker
Avance-III HD 500 MHz spectrometer equipped with a Bruker SmartP
robe™. For characterization, DMSO‑d6 with 0.03% tetramethylsilane
(TMS) as an internal standard was used as solvent. For gelation studies,
decane-d22 was used as solvent. Coupling constants of solution state 1H
NMR spectra were solved with Chemadder/SpinAdder software, The
Spin Discoveries Ltd [55]. CP MAS 13C NMR spectra were obtained with
a Bruker AVANCE-III HD 400 MHz spectrometer. Dry, powdered sam
ples were spun at a 14 kHz spin rate in a Bruker 1H broadband
double-resonance 4 mm CP MAS probe. The native gels were spun at 5
kHz spin rate in a 30 μl Kel-F HR-MAS insert inside the 4 mm ZrO2 rotor.
The proton 90◦ high-power pulse was 2.9 μs, contact time 2 ms and the
recovery delay time was set to 5 s. For dry samples, 8k scans were
accumulated to obtain satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio, whereas 30k
scans were acquired for the gel samples. Note: numbering in the NMR
assignation of compounds 2–4 (see Scheme 1) does not match the
numbering in the systematic name.

4.6. Powder X-ray diffraction
Powder X-ray diffraction data of compounds 3 and 4 were measured
using PANalytical X’Pert Pro MPD diffractometer in Bragg-Brentano
geometry using sealed X-ray tube generated Cu Kα (λ = 1.5418 Å) ra
diation and position-sensitive X’Celerator detector. Each sample was
attached on a silicon-made “zero-background signal generating” disc
using petrolatum jelly as an adhesive. Diffraction data were recorded at
room temperature with 2θ-range of 3–60◦ , a step size of 0.017◦ and
counting times of 120 s per step. Native gel samples were prepared to
steel-made disc with sample cavity (16 mmm diameter, 2.5 mm depth).
Data processing and search-match phase analyses were made using
program X’pert HighScore Plus (v. 4.9). To compare the structural
properties between the single crystals and bulk powders, the unit cell
parameters of the powder samples were refined using Pawley method.
The corresponding single crystal structure parameters were used as the
basis of least-square refinements. Refined variables were as follows:
background parameters, zero-offset, sample displacement, unit cell and
peak profile parameters including peak width, shape and asymmetry
parameters.

4.3. Gel formation
The gelation ability of compounds 2–4 in a series of organic solvents
was investigated by dissolving the gelator (2% w/v, mg/ml) in the
corresponding solvent by gentle heating (if soluble). In order to deter
mine the minimum gelation concentration (MGC), small aliquots of
solvent were added and the gelation procedure was repeated until the
gel was no longer able to retain all of the solvent upon inversion. Like
wise, the Tgel was determined by the inversion method for 2% w/v gel
samples. The gels were slowly heated and the temperature when the
sample could no longer withstand inversion was denoted as the Tgel.

4.7. Other characterization methods
SEM images were obtained with a LEO Gemini 1530 instrument
equipped with a Thermo Scientific UltraDry Silicon Drift Detector
(SDD). The samples were sputtered with Pd prior to analysis. FTIR-ATR
spectra were collected with a ThermoScientific Nicolet iS50 ATR in
strument. The thermal microscope images were obtained by OLYMPUS
BX51 stereo microscope equipped with OLYMPUS DP-23 high-resolu
tion color CCD-camera, OLYMPUS cellSens imaging software and
Linkam LTS420 hostage. HRMS were recorded with a Bruker Daltonics
micro-QToF instrument in positive mode using ESI-ionization. Optical
rotations were measured on a PerkinElmer 241 digital polarimeter with
a 1 dm, 1 ml cell. Melting points were measured using a Stuart Scientific
melting point apparatus.

4.4. Rheological studies
The rheological studies were conducted with a TA Instruments AR
2000ex rheometer with 8 mm parallel plate geometry. Gels of 5% w/v
concentration were prepared and allowed to set for 2 h. The sample was
placed on the sample surface of the rheometer and experiments were
conducted both in frequency sweep and amplitude sweep modes. The
frequency sweep experiments were conducted with 0.5% strain from 1
to 100 Hz. Amplitude sweep experiments were conducted at 1 Hz with
amplitude range from 1.0 × 10− 5 to 0.08 rad.
4.5. X-ray crystallography
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